Online Matching System
Dear Everyone,
Among all the various activities that have happened in the past two and half months, one took priority
for me over the others. My husband and I moved Stats as of April 17, 2012
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back to our original home state of Delaware. We
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had been in Kona, Hawaii for over eight years. We
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truly appreciate the time we spent in that island Australia
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paradise and the many experiences that we had Bolivia
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that helped us grow spiritually and which helped Brazil
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make us wiser.
The Online Matching System, being an internetbased activity, was not affected much by the move,
except that once in a while during our trip across
the USA we did not have as good of an internet
connection as we might have wanted. The only
thing I would like to let people know about is that I
am now in a different time zone (U.S. Eastern Time)
and that may affect when you can reach me by
phone or by Skype.
Due to the blessing In March, many activities were
generated in OMS. New people registered. The
search for potential spouses by candidates and
advisors increased as well. Recommendations for
OMS and the resultant improvements are ongoing.
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I am pleased to announce that there is a steady
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increase of registered applicants in OMS from South
1
America. I am grateful that the use of OMS is Mongolia
expanding beyond the USA. Our True Father has promoted international and interracial marriages all
along as a formula to break down all the barriers so as to hasten the building of a peaceful, ideal world.
It is my sincerest hope that OMS serves our Unificationist community. We seek to do this by providing a
platform enabling great men and women - who are willing to go beyond every aspect of ethnic, national
and racial barriers – to advance the ultimate dream of God’s desired peaceful world, Cheon Il Guk.
May God bless you all, with all my heart,

Anne-Marie Mylar
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